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Paul Barnes and the cast of Superdude
and Doctor Rude are nominated for a
Dora award for Outstanding Ensemble
Performance for Theatre for Young
Audiences.

TORONTO, ON, CANADA, July 26, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Paul Barnes, who
is represented by Colin McMurray &
Associates, is a graduate of the London
Academy of Music and Dramatic Art and
the Second City Conservatory program.
He is  An actor, comedian, and a very
talented puppeteer. Paul has spent four
years as a key cast member of the
Second City's Educational and Family
Companies here in Toronto. He is also a principal cast member on the TVO/Jim Henson kid's show Hi
Opie!, and performs with various improv and sketch troupes around Toronto such as Improv Against
Humanity, DogScience, We Happy Few and Men with Mustaches. He is delighted that he gets to

Paul is one of our most in-
demand coaches here at
Talent INC Canada”

Doug Sloan, Talent INC
Canada

spend his adult working life playing with toys and making
pretend.

His critically acclaimed show, Superdude and Doctor Rude,
produced by the infamous Second City, was a huge hit for
youth audiences and families from across the GTA. In fact, the
cast was nominated for a prestigious Dora Mavor Moore
award.

"Paul is one of our most in-demand coaches here at Talent INC Canada. He puts so much of himself
into each and every class and more than capable to teach so much more than just Improvisation"
asserts Doug Sloan, Co-Founder of Talent INC Canada.

We asked Mr. Barnes what he liked about teaching at Talent INC Canada and he boasted, "Working
as an Improv instructor at Talent INC is a two-way teaching experience. Doug, John, and Kate have
created a wonderful place for us all to learn. I see groups of such inspiring and creatively unique
performers each and every time I am there. After I offer my guidance, experience, and
encouragement, my real job is to get out of the way so that their own beautiful, hilarious voices can
shout so loud that they surprise even themselves. Such is the nature of Improv. I am deeply proud of
the quality of work that all of my Talent INC students have accomplished". 

Paul has had great success with his classes covering Audition Technique, Improvisation, Commercial
Technique, Scene Study and Monologue work. All of Talent INC Canada's classes culminate into a
final performance at a local venue.
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Spencer Douglas

"We are really trying to give actors the
opportunity to add to both their training
and performance credits on their
professional resumes", says John
Stevens the other Co-Founder of Talent
INC Canada.

Teen actor Spencer Douglas, who is
represented by Colin McMurray &
Associates has been a booking machine
and raves about Paul's classes.

"Improv is one of the most important tools
an actor can have, and when it comes to
Paul Barnes, he makes reaching that
level of expertise exceptionally easy. I'm
extremely happy that I've taken his
classes and I'm going to continue training
with him for as long as I can", exclaims
Spencer.
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